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Model 110

Model 130

▪ Ebony fingerboard, pegs, and chinrest

▪ Professional quality hand-applied spirit
varnish

▪ Durable golden-brown varnish

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude strings
▪ Otto tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and flamed curly-maple back

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and maple back

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 2001 case

▪ Outfit includes brazilwood bow and
No. 1001 case

▪ 4/4 and 3/4 violins set-up with Fortizzo
perlon strings; smaller violins and violas
set up with D’Addario Prelude strings

VIOLIN: 1/4–4/4
LIST: $235.00

VIOLIN: 1/16–4/4
LIST: $1,039.00

VIOLA: 12”–16.5”
LIST: $295.00

VIOLA: 12”–16.5”
LIST: $1,039.00

Model 120

Model 140

▪ Ebony fingerboard, pegs, and chinrest

▪ Parisian-eye end-button and pegs

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude strings

▪ Professional quality hand-applied oil
varnish

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Durable, hand applied, golden brown varnish

▪ Otto tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and flamed curly-maple back

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce top
and maple back

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 2001 case

▪ Outfit includes brazilwood bow and
No. 1001 case

▪ Violins set-up with Fortizzo perlon
strings; violas set up with D’Addario
Prelude strings

VIOLIN: 1/16–4/4
LIST: $499.00

VIOLIN: 4/4
LIST: $1,149.00

VIOLA: 12”–16.5”
LIST: $579.00

VIOLA: 15”–16.5”
LIST: $1,149.00

progressive music
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apprentice collection
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apprentice collection

Model 450

Model 500

Hand-carved boxwood fittings featuring a decorative cherub tailpiece and
matching pegs pay homeage to J.B. Vuillaume, who first crafted detailed
fittings for instruments made by the Italian masters.Available with standard
or carved fittings.

Based on the famous Guarneri del Gesù violin owned by Henri Vieuxtemps,
this violin captures many of the visual and aural attributes of the original
masterpiece.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $1,199.00

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $1,229.00

VIOLIN: 1/8-4/4
LIST: $1,249.00
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craftsman collection

progressive music

VIOLA: 14”-16.5”

LIST: $1,299.00
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craftsman collection

Model 505

Model 503

This model, based on a reknown Guarneri violin from 1742, was famous for
its exceptional sound and performance. Violas available in Strad or Tertis
pattern.

Choice wood selection featuring vibrant curly maple backs. Each instrument
is professionally adjusted to ensure tonal clarity and sound projection.

VIOLIN: 1/4-4/4
LIST: $1,299.00

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $1,329.00

VIOLIN: 1/8-4/4
LIST: $1,349.00
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craftsman collection

progressive music

VIOLA: 14”-16.5”

LIST: $1,369.00
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craftsman collection

Model 510

Model 508

With carefully selected tonewoods and detailed construction, each
instrument consistently provides musicians with a rich and sonorous
musical voice. Careful adjustments ensure that each instrument maintains a
high quality standard of tonal clarity and sound projection.

The well-seasoned spruce top and well-figured, quarter-cut curly maple
back are tastefully antiqued with warm red tones. Violas available in Strad
or Maggini pattern.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $1,449.00

LIST: $1,399.00

progressive music

VIOLIN: 1/8-4/4

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $1,399.00
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craftsman collection

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $1,449.00
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craftsman collection

Model 520

Model 530

A professionally hand-applied spirit varnish accentuates the well-defined
flame of its Russian spruce top and striking one-piece maple back. The
handsome aesthetics are matched by robust, consistent, and clear sound.

The one-piece back and ribs of this instrument are constructed from unique
burled wood, created in a tree when growth adbnormalities occur.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $1,799.00

LIST: $1,499.00

progressive music

VIOLIN: 4/4

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $1,619.00
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craftsman collection

Model 540

Model 1350

The striking curly-maple back and select tonewoods are finished with precise craftmanship. Each instrument is specially selected for its sound quality
and quick response.

Finely crafted by highly trained luthiers, each instrument pairs aesthetic
beauty with aural brightness and clarity. Violins are crafted from carefully
selected European tonewoods with striking and well-figured flame.

VIOLIN: 4/4 PLAIN RIBS

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $1,449.00

progressive music

VIOLIN: 4/4 DECORATED RIBS
LIST: $1,799.00

15

LIST: $2,249.00

artisan collection

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $2,699.00
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artisan collection

Heifetz {

Guarneri

1740

Del Gesù

bench copy

Modeled after the famous violin that was
coveted by Jascha Heifetz, arguably the
best violinist of the 20th century, this
violin demonstrates del Gesù’s movement
away from the delicate Amati-like detailing found in his earlier instruments. Its
austere detailing and broader outline
indicate Guarnari’s movement towards
the minimalist approach of his later
works.
This unrefined style suggests that del
Gesù knew exactly how to manipulate
materials while crafting his instruments,
so that he would not be held back by the
details, which did not directly influence
creating impeccable sound.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $3,299.00

}

Duke of
{ }
Cambridge
1745

Stradivarius

bench copy

As a copy of a transitional period Stradivarious, hints of his “grand” style instruments begin to emerge from the long
pattern of his Golden Period. Though not
completely transitioned, at an age of 81,
Stradivarius began moving towards the
wider and shorter pattern shift that begins
to become evident in the rich, orange-red
varnished original that this intrument
mimics.
Though the original was purchased from
Stradivarius by Prince William, Duke of
Cambridge, which established its distinguished provenance, it is also well known
for other historical reasons. After being
stolen from the Bott Family in 1894, it resurfaced in 1900 after being bought from a
pawn shop for only $4.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $3,299.00

Haddock

{ 1734 }

bench copy

Guarneri . Del Gesù

The Haddock represents the earliest instrument made by Guarneri del Gesù of our
three bench copy violins. del Gesù’s earlier
instruments follow the patterns and traditions of the Brescian and Cremonese styles
of violinmaking more than his later works
which are known for their mercurial and
unique patterns.
Our Haddock Bench Copy features choice
European spruce and well-figured curly
maple; each instrument is professionally
adjusted to ensure all copies meet our high
standards of sound quality and tonal clarity.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $3,299.00

Guadagnini
{ 1785 }

bench copy

Giovanni . Battista

The Guadagnini Bench Copy viola is
based on the instruments crafted towards
the end of Guadagnini’s career, often
referred to as the “Turin” period and regarded as his finest work.
This instrument recreates the fine qualities that made the original instruments so
highly sought after.

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $3,999.00

da Salò

Gasparo . da SalÒ

{ 1565 }

bench copy

Working in the last half of the sixteenth
century, Gasparo da Salò is one of the
earliest notable violinmakers. Often
noted for making the instruments played
by double bass virtuoso Dragonetti, da
Salò is also considered to be one of the
makers to develop the violin into the
modern pattern that the music industry
knows today.
The da Salò Bench Copy exemplifies the
qualities that have made the originals
sought after for nearly five centuries.

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $3,999.00

Model 3100

Model 3600

This violin brings the precision and exacting craftmanship of the classics to
a modern instrument. The expert antiquing in the skillfully applied oil varnish provides an aesthetically pleasing match to superior sound quality.

With its expertly applied and antiqued oil varnish and meticulous attention
to tonal clarity and adjustments, this violin brings artistry and fine detail to
each instrument.

VIOLIN: 4/4

VIOLIN: 7/8-4/4

LIST: $2,699.00

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $5,299.00

LIST: $3,299.00
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master collection

progressive music

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $6,259.00

28

master collection

Model 4100
Modern Classics

violin&viola

After selecting the finest tonewoods, the
raw materials are air-dried for over a
decade before being carved into extraordinary instruments. Each instrument is
hand-selected and inspected to ensure it
meets our exacting standards of excellence.

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $5,399.00

VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

LIST: $6,479.00

Model 110

Model 130

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude Strings

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude Strings

▪ Attractive and durable varnish

▪ Professionally hand-applied spirit varnish

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 1001 padded bag

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and maple back with medium curl

▪ Laminated spruce top and laminated
maple back construction

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 1001 padded bag

▪ Ebony fingerboard and pegs

▪ Ebony fingerboard and pegs

▪ Top and back are hand-graduated to replicate sound quality of a carved instrument

CELLO: 1/10–4/4
LIST: $1,819.00

CELLO: 1/10–4/4
LIST: $1,459.00

Model 120

Model 140

▪ Ebony fingerboard and pegs

▪ Ebony fingerboard and pegs

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Wittner tailpiece with four fine tuners

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude Strings

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude Strings

▪ Attractive and durable varnish

▪ Professionally hand-applied spirit varnish

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 1001 padded bag

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and maple back with well-figured curl

▪ Hybrid construction of carved spruce top
with a graduated and laminated flamed
maple back

▪ Outfit includes graphite composite bow
and No. 1001 padded bag
CELLO: 1/2–4/4
LIST: $1,909.00

CELLO: 1/10–4/4
LIST: $1,629.00

progressive music
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apprentice collection

Model 500

Inspired by the Italian classics, this cello is marked by its fine attention to detail and its well balanced tonal qualities.

CELLO: 1/10-4/4
LIST: $2,399.00

progressive music

Model 508

With carefully selected tonewoods and detailed construction, each instrument consistently provides musicians with a rich and sonorous
musical voice. Careful adjustments ensure that each instrument maintains a high quality standard of tonal clarity and sound projection.

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $2,499.00
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craftsman collection
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craftsman collection

Model 510

In all four patterns and fractional sizes, each instrument is a consistent and dependable favorite.

Antonio

Domenico

Giovanni Paolo

Decorated

Stradivarius

Montagnana

maggini

maggini

Named “forma buono”
or “the good model” by
Stradivarius himself, this
cello form has served as the
most replicated and popular
since its creation in 1710.

A wider area between
the C-bouts gives the
Montagnana pattern cellos
a broad and deep resonance
with a bold yet tempered
bass register.

The traditional Maggini
pattern is best recognized by
its double purfling, the most
distinguishing feature of this
maker.

The Decorated Maggini
pattern takes the double
purfling feature one step
further by adding an
intricately carved design
into the back plate.

CELLO: 1/10-4/4
LIST: $3,199.00

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $3,199.00

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $3,199.00

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $3,199.00

Model 1350
artisan
Collection

Finely crafted by highly trained luthiers, each
instrument pairs aesthetic beauty with aural
brightness and clarity. Violins are crafted from
carefully selected European tonewoods with
striking and well-figured flame.

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $3,499.00

Stradivarius
bench copy

The Golden Period

The Bench Copy cello is based on the
instruments crafted towards the end of
Stradivari’s career, often referred to as
the “Golden Period” and regarded as his
finest work.
This instrument recreates the fine qualities that made the original instruments so
highly sought after.

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $3,899.00

Haddock Cello

Created in the spirit of the famous Haddock
Violin, this cello has an expertly applied,
red-brown antique varnish over high quality,
well seasoned maple and spruce wood.
Finished by expert luthiers, each instrument is
specifically optimized for tonal clarity, response,
and projection in the construction process.

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $4,299.00

Model 3100

Model 3600

This cello brings the precision and exacting craftmanship of the classics to a modern instrument. The expert antiquing in the skillfully
applied oil varnish provides an aesthetically pleasing match to superior sound quality.

With its expertly applied and antiqued oil varnish and meticulous attention to tonal clarity and adjustments, bringing artistry and fine
detail to each instrument.

CELLO: 4/4

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $4,049.00

progressive music

LIST: $6,749.00
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master collection
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master collection

Model 4100
Modern Classics

cello

After selecting the finest tonewoods, the
raw materials are air-dried for over a
decade before being carved into extraordinary instruments. Each instrument is
hand-selected and inspected to ensure it
meets our exacting standards of excellence.

CELLO: 4/4

LIST: $7,800.00

Model 110

Model 130

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude Strings

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Kaplan Strings

▪ Attractive and durable varnish

▪ Professionally hand-applied oil varnish

▪ Inlaid purfling on front and back

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned spruce
top and maple back with medium curl

▪ Ebony fingerboard and tailpiece

▪ Ebony fingerboard and tailpiece

▪ Laminated spruce top and laminated
maple back construction with ebony trim

▪ Outfit includes French or German
graphite composite bow and No. 1001
padded bag

▪ Front and back are hand-graduated
to replicate sound quality of a carved
instrument

BASS: 5/8–3/4
LIST: $4,699.00

▪ Outfit includes French or German
graphite composite bow and No. 1001
padded bag
BASS: 1/8–3/4
LIST: $2,689.00

Model 120

▪ Ebony fingerboard and tailpiece
▪ Set-up with D’Addario Prelude
Strings
▪ Attractive and durable varnish
▪ Inlaid purfling on front and back
▪ Hybrid construction of carved spruce
top with a graduated and laminated
curly-maple back with ebony trim
▪ Outfit includes French or German
graphite composite bow and
No. 1001 padded bag

BASS: 1/2–3/4
LIST: $3,209.00

progressive music
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apprentice collection

140

150

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Kaplan Strings

▪ Set-up with D’Addario Kaplan Strings

▪ Professionally hand-applied oil varnish

▪ Professionally hand-applied oil varnish,
expertly applied and artfully antiqued

▪ Ebony fingerboard and tailpiece

▪ Ebony fingerboard and tailpiece

▪ Fully hand-carved with seasoned
spruce top and nicely-figured curly
maple back

▪ Fully hand-carved using the finest tonewoods; spruce top and well-figured curly
maple back

BASS: 3/4
LIST: $5,199.00

progressive music

BASS: 3/4
LIST: $7,200.00
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craftsman collection

Bow&Case

Collection

Our wide array of bow options encompasses both modern carbon fiber technology as well as traditional carved
wooden construction. All bows are sold with horse-hair.

Braided

carbon fiber
Violin: 4/4
List: $139.00
Viola: 14”–16.5”
List: $149.00

Brazilwood

wooden

Cello: 4/4
List: $169.00

Violin: 1/16–4/4
List: $39.00

Bass: 3/4
List: $299.00

Viola: 12”–16.5”
List: $44.00
Cello: 1/10–4/4
List: $55.00
Bass: 1/8–3/4
List: $110.00

Composite

graphite

Violin: 1/8–4/4
List: $60.00
Viola: 14”–16.5”
List: $70.00
Cello: 1/4–4/4
List: $80.00
Bass: 1/8–3/4
List: $120.00

Composite

carbon fiber

Pernambuco-Covered

Carbon Fiber
Violin: 4/4
List: $289.00

Viola: 14”–16.5”
List: $299.00
Cello: 4/4
List: $319.00

Pernambuco

silver or nickel mounts
Violin: 4/4 Nickel Mount
List: $219.00
Violin: 4/4 Silver Mount
List: $359.00
Viola: 14”–16.5” Nickel Mount
List: $239.00
Viola: 14”–16.5” Silver Mount
List: $379.00

Violin: 1/16–4/4
List: $99.00

Cello: 4/4 Nickel Mount
List: $279.00

Viola: 14”–16.5”
List: $109.00

Cello: 4/4 Silver Mount
List: $409.00

Cello: 1/4–4/4
List: $134.00

Bass: 3/4 Nickel Mount
List: $519.00

Bass: 1/4–3/4
List: $225.00

Bass: 3/4 Silver Mount
List: $929.00

Pernambuco Bench Copy Bows

Artful and exacting silver-mounted pernambuco bows – replicas of history’s master bowmakers.

Violin: 4/4
List: $949.00

Viola: 15”–16.5”
List: $1049.00

Cello: 4/4
List: $1149.00

V ictor François

Dominique

Eugène Nicolas

James

Fetique

peccatte

Sartory

Tubbs

Private Labeling
&
designed

for Bows, Cases

No. 1 0 0 1 , V i o l i n &V i o l a
The Student Case No. 1001 is included with all violin

Accessories

and viola models 110-120, as well as being available
for individual sale. Its dense, pressurized styrofoam
shell provides a lightweight and protective design.
The screw-fastened, cloth-covered exterior is durable

J u s t f o r Yo u !

and functional; including a built-in storage pocket for
personal items and a zipper closure. The plush interior
includes Hill-style bow-holders and a storage compartment for accessories.

cases

4/4 Violin: 1.8 lbs, Viola: 2.4 lbs

Color Embroidery
Customize our instrument cases and bags
with your company name or logo. A
professional design team will collaborate
with you to develop a personalized image
using original or existing artwork. Use
this unique opportunity for marketing an
organization or business name, event, logo,
or other contact information.

VIOLIN: 1/16-4/4

VIOLA: 12”-16.5”

LIST: $38.00

LIST: $46.00

No. 2 0 0 1 , V i o l i n &V i o l a
The Student Case No. 2001 is our most durable and

bows

affordable student case. Its plywood construction and
suspension, durable hardware, and leather handle

Branding &
Engraving

offers ample protection any instrument. It is available
for sale individually and is included with all violin and
viola models 130-140. The screw-fastened, cloth-covered exterior features a full length music pocket on top,

The tradition of bow branding dates back
to master bow-makers like John Dodd and
François Tourte; before that bows were
often named after the notable player who
used them. Continue the tradition by
customizing your own bows with a unique
company name or instrument brand.

zipper closure with latch, and detachable back-pack
style straps. The silver-grey plush interior provides
four Hill-style bow-holders, a large storage compartment for accessories, and a plush instrument blanket.
4/4 Violin: 6.2 lbs, Viola: 7.0 lbs

Wood bows can receive a silk-screen or engraved branding on the stick or a synthetic
pearl inlay or engraved branding on the
frog.

VIOLIN: 1/16-4/4

VIOLA: 12”-16.5”

LIST: $92.00

LIST: $119.00

Synthetic bows can receive a silk-screen
branding on the stick or a synthetic pearl
inlay or engraved branding on the frog.

progressive music
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cases & bows

Basic Cases for Cello & Bass

Elite Cello Bag

Offering a variety of case options to fit the needs of every musician.

No. 1005 Elite Cello Bag
Offering an upgrade in materials both inside

and out, the No. 1005 Elite Cello Bags provide

No.1100,
Cello

The Student Case No. 1100

safe and convenient transport for cellos in

offers cellists an upgrade from

a variety of colors. Case features include

the traditional bag case. Its

thicker foam cushioning, two zipper bag

dense, pressurized styrofoam

closure, several strap and backpack carrying

shell provides a lightweight

options, accessory and music pocket, and

and protective design.

bow storage.

Interior features include a
silver-gray plush-lining, two

CELLO: 4/4

bow holders, a cubby for per-

LIST: $149.00

sonal item storage, and a metal
latch with double zipper closure. Exterior features include
two storage areas, side and top
handles, back-pack straps, and
wheels. 8.6 lb.

CELLO: 4/4

No.1001, Cello & Bass

LIST: $199.00

No.1001-D, Deluxe

The Student Case No. 1001 is included with all cello

The Student Case No. 1001-Deluxe provides an

models 110-140 and bass models 110-130; also available

increased level of protection and cushioning for cellos

for individual sale. Its padded cushion fabric provides

and basses. Two zippers provide a secure fit to offer

a lightweight yet protective design. Two zippers pro-

your instrument reliable protection for storage and

vide a secure fit to offer your instrument reliable pro-

transportation. Several handles as well as the option

tection for storage and transportation. Several handles

of backpack-style carrying offer the musician multiple

as well as the option of backpack-style carrying offer

methods of transport. Side pockets provide bow and

the musician multiple methods of transport. Side pock-

accessory storage.

ets provide bow and accessory storage.

CELLO: 1/10-4/4
BASS: 1/8-3/4

LIST: $74.00

CELLO: 1/8-4/4
BASS: 1/8-3/4

LIST: $114.00

progressive music
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LIST: $134.00
LIST: $174.00
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cases & bows

Pressurized Foam Cases

Metropolitan

These lightweight suspension cases are crafted using a layered construction of dense padding and
thin fiberglass to provide the durability of a hard case with a much lighter overall weight.

Our No. 4100 and No. 4150 Violin Cases are lightweight and easy to carry, with upgraded materials
to provide players with a high-quality step-up case option.

No. 3100, V iolin & V iola

No. 4100, V iolin

Our Metropolitan dart and crescent cases are popu-

The No. 4100 Violin Suspension Case features

lar for their slim and lightweight design. Case

pressurized foam construction that creates light-

features include: interior pocket, velcro strap for

weight and durable protection for the instrument.

shoulder rest storage, two bow holders, instrument

Case features include: interior storage pocket,

blanket, string tube, backpack and shoulder straps.

shoulder rest storage space, two bow holders,

Violin Dart: 3.9 lbs, Viola Dart: 6.2 lbs.

instrument blanket, hygrometer, exterior storage

Violin Crescent: 5.6 lbs.

pocket, shoulder and backpack straps.

VIOLIN DART

VIOLIN CRESCENT: 4/4

VIOLIN: 4/4

LIST: $125.00

LIST: $175.00

LIST: $129.00

VIOLA DART: 15”-16.5
LIST: $215.00

No. 3100, Cello

No. 4150, V iolin

carrying options, the Metropolitan Cello is perfect

golden-colored hardware, and naugahyde trim

for the active musician. Case features include:

and handles, the No. 4150 Violin Suspension Case

two bow holders, backpack and top rolling strap,

provides a step-up option from the No. 4100. Case

exterior music pocket, wheels, and combination-

features include: interior storage pocket, shoulder

style zipper lock. 11.6 lbs.

rest storage space, two bow holders, instrument

With its upgraded interior and exterior materials,

With its lightweight construction and variety of

blanket, hygrometer, exterior storage pocket and
shoulder strap.

CELLO: 4/4
LIST: $300.00

VIOLIN: 4/4
LIST: $149.00

progressive music
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cases & bows

No. 5500 P l ywood Case

The No. 5500 Plywood Suspension Case offers musicians a dependable storage option with a classic look. Case features
include: two interior storage areas, four bow holders, instrument blanket, hygrometer, string tube, exterior storage

No. 9500 S uspension Case

Hand-finished details accentuate the professional look of the Estate Suspension Case. Case features include: interior

pocket, shoulder and backpack straps. 6.4 lbs.
Blue Ext./Black+Navy Int. ǀǀ Brown Ext./Burgundy+Tan Int. ǁ Black Ext./Brown+Tan Int. ǀǀ Black Ext./Black+Safari Int.

VIOLIN: 4/4
VIOLA: 15”-16.5”

The Estate

LIST: $199.00

storage area, velcro strap for shoulder rest storage, four bow holders, instrument bag and blanket, vapor tube, shoulder
strap, and combination-style zipper lock. 7.4 lbs.
Black Ext./Black Int. ǁ Black Ext./Brown Int.

LIST: $225.00

VIOLIN: 4/4

progressive music
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LIST: $650.00
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Fiberglass Instrument Cases

Burgundy

Rockstar Revival

No. 8500, E xpression

Utilizing the No. 8001 as the baseline for this model, these cases share the same

No. 8001, Painted

great features and construction. Along with choice materials to provide superior

The Fiberglass No. 8001 case is a step-up model that brings an increased level of
customization and luxury. With a lightweight fiberglass shell, durable hardware,

Brilliant Red

support to your instrument, the addition of the patterned exterior allows musicians to carry their instruments with unique style. With many patterns to choose

and suspension interior, the No. 8001 provides reliable protection for all instru-

from, even the most discriminating player will find a design that expresses their

ments. Violin and viola case features include: interior zippered detachable acces-

personality.

sory bag, velcro-strap for shoulder rest storage, two bow holders, instrument blan-

Violin: 5.2 lb, Viola: 6.0 lbs, Cello: 15.4 lbs

ket, shoulder and backpack straps. Cello case features include: two bow holders,

Sunrise

Safari

VIOLIN: 3/4-4/4 LIST: $275.00
VIOLA: 15”-17” LIST: $325.00
CELLO: 4/4 LIST: $599.00

backpack and top rolling strap, and wheels.
Violin: 5.2 lb, Viola: 6.0 lbs, Cello: 15.4 lbs

VIOLIN: 3/4-4/4 LIST: $219.00
VIOLA: 15”-17” LIST: $269.00
CELLO: 4/4 LIST: $485.00

Striped

Dragon Green

Midnight Blue
Tw i l i g h t

Sky Blue

Moonlight

Lavender

Charcoal
Curly Maple
Jet Black
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Ultra Light
Instrument Cases

Rose

N o . 8 0 0 3 Ve c t o r S e r i e s
Violin & Cello Cases
Our Vector cases have become a quick favorite among players. Our

N o . 8 0 0 3 Ve c t o r S e r i e s

Marine

Vector Cases are extremely functional: amazingly lightweight and

The Vector violin case is constructed of protective and scratch-resistant PC plastic

easy to carry, durable and protective to transport your instrument, and

with durable and long-lasting hardware. The back music pocket is securely fastened

spacious enough for all of your music and accessories!

by three low-profile thumb screws. Violin case features include: interior case
suspension for the instrument, interior storage area with smaller zippered accessory

Graphite

pocket and shoulder rest strap, two bow holders, instrument blanket, shoulder and
backpack straps. Cello case features include: two bow holders, backpack and top
rolling strap, and wheels.

Steel

Violin: 4.6 lbs, Cello: 9.0 lbs

Jet Black
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VIOLIN: 3/4-4/4 LIST: $220.00
CELLO: 4/4 LIST: $549.00

Double Violin

Double Violin & Viola

blanket, string tube, exterior storage pocket, shoulder and backpack straps. 8.0 lbs.

include: interior storage pocket, four bow holders, instrument blanket, string tube, exterior storage pocket, shoulder and

Safely carries two full-size violins. Case features include: two interior storage pockets, four bow holders, instrument

Safely carries one violin (adjustable for sizes 3/4-4/4) and one viola (adjustable for sizes 15”-16.5”). Case features
backpack straps. 8.0 lbs.

LIST: $229.00

LIST: $239.00

Quad Violin

Double Viola

storage pocket, shoulder and backpack straps. 9.4 lbs.

holders, instrument blanket, exterior storage pocket, shoulder and backpack straps. 8.8 lbs.

LIST: $299.00

LIST: $249.00

Safely carries four full-size violins. Case features include: four interior storage pockets, instrument blanket, exterior
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Safely carries two violas, adjustable for sizes 15”-16.5”. Case features include: two interior storage pockets, four bow
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Wa r r a n t y I n f o r m a t i o n
This document is the complete warranty: please read this in its entirety. No other or additional
warranty exists, express or implied. The terms and conditions listed here govern all warranty claims
for the listed products, covering all instruments, bows, and cases manufactured and distributed.
Each item is covered by its own terms and conditions, so please read carefully.
Progressive Music warrants its instruments and bows to be free of material or construction defects for
the product’s lifetime. Cases are warranted to be free of material or construction defects for one year
from the date of invoice. Limitations and restrictions for these warranties are listed below.
Under the terms stated here, Progressive Music will, at its option, repair or replace any product found
defective in material or construction. Liability is limited to the repair and replacement of defective
items, and is the only determiner of warranty eligibility. To be eligible for warranty coverage, the
original purchaser must present the defective item with its original sales receipt to the location
from which it was purchased. Progressive Music holds the right to make changes to the warranty,
although the policy in place at time of purchase will be honored.

•
•
•
•

Under normal use, tip plates are covered by warranty for up to one year or the first re-hair,
whichever comes first.
Warpage of wood bows is not covered by warranty under any circumstance.
Carbon fiber bows are warranted for life against warpage or breaking.
The finish on carbon fiber bows is covered for one year.

A one-year limited warranty applies only to the original purchaser of a Progressive Music Case:
•
Damage caused by neglect or misuse is not covered by warranty.
•
Normal wear or damage caused by normal use is not covered by warranty.
•
This or any warranty does not cover instruments, bows and personal property stored inside
case.

A lifetime-limited warranty applies only to the original purchaser of a Progressive Music instrument:
•
Strings are not covered by warranty.
•
Pegs, chinrests, endpins and tailpieces are covered by a limited one-year warranty.
•
Bridges are covered by a limited three-month warranty.
•
Damage caused by neglect or misuse is not covered, including exposure to excessive heat, 		
cold, dryness, or moisture: see specifications below.
•
Normal wear caused by normal use is not covered by warranty.
•
Instrument adjustments are not covered by warranty.
•
Warranty is void if a customer or unauthorized repairperson performs any repair, attempted or
completed.
Seam openings are a common, natural occurrence and are not considered a defect. Progressive Music
uses only natural hide glue to ensure that seasonal swelling and shrinking of wood will result in
simple seam openings rather than damaging cracks in the instrument’s face. Maintaining a 40-70%
humidity level and a consistent, human-comfortable temperature (55-90°F) are the best ways to avoid
seam openings and cracks; exposure to conditions outside these specified constitutes neglect.
A lifetime-limited warranty applies only to the original purchaser of a Progressive Music Bow:
•
Hair itself is not covered by warranty, only its installation (ex: original hair falling out is 			
covered; original hair breakage is not) for up to six months.
•
Damage caused by neglect or misuse is not covered by warranty.
•
Normal wear or damage caused by normal use is not covered by warranty.
•
Warranty is void if a customer or unauthorized repairperson performs any repair, 			
attempted or completed.
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Notes:

Notes:

